1. Introduction {#S1}
===============

Synapses are the fundamental elements of neuronal networks that enable the processing, encoding, and retrieval of information in the brain, and pathological disruptions in synapse structure are broadly held to underlie the development of neurological disorders such as autism and schizophrenia ([@R181]). To maintain and adjust the efficiency of synaptic signaling, synapses are built from a broad array of components that assemble into large macromolecular machineries. At the presynaptic terminal, action potentials trigger the fast release of synaptic vesicles. Synaptic vesicles are docked at the active zone and primed for exocytosis by protein complexes containing e.g. Rab3-interacting molecules (RIM) and soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor activating protein receptors (SNARE) ([@R165]). The release of glutamate is closely aligned with the postsynaptic receptors that are stably anchored in the opposing postsynaptic density (PSD), a complex molecular machine containing a plethora of scaffolding proteins and signaling molecules ([@R129]; [@R155]). How are these molecular complexes organized and precisely positioned to sustain synaptic transmission? In this review we will focus particularly on the functional distribution of glutamate receptors at the postsynaptic membrane.

2. Functional organization of postsynaptic glutamate receptors {#S2}
==============================================================

2.1. Impact of glutamate receptor distribution on probability of receptor activation {#S3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At excitatory synapses, the postsynaptic effects of glutamate are mediated by different types of glutamate receptors; the ionotropic glutamate receptors (iGluRs) comprising AMPA- and NMDA- and kainate-type receptors, and the metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs). The principal iGluRs, the AMPA and NMDA-type receptors act on millisecond timescales to mediate the majority of fast, basal synaptic transmission. In contrast, the postsynaptic group I mGluRs, i.e. mGluR1 and mGluR5, respond much slower and have much longer-lasting physiological effects. Intriguingly, these functionally distinct receptor types are spatially segregated with respect to the presynaptic release site. While AMPA and NMDA receptors are highly enriched in the core of the PSD opposing the presynaptic release site, mGluRs are preferentially enriched in the perisynaptic domain, much further away from the vesicle release site, and seem to be largely excluded from the PSD ([@R9]; [@R105]; [@R127]) ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We define the perisynaptic domain as an annular ring of 100--200 nm surrounding the PSD, whereas the extrasynaptic domain is everything beyond the perisynaptic domain, and thus starts 100--200 nm away from the edge of the PSD ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

The spatial segregation of receptor types has important functional implications as the distinct localization with respect to the presynaptic release site is predicted to greatly impact the activation kinetics of these receptors types. As has been extensively investigated by numerous computational models that incorporate realistic features of glutamate release and synapse geometry single release events produce a very steep peak in synaptic cleft glutamate concentration, restricted to a small area (\< 100 nm) for only a brief period of time (\~100 μs) ([@R16]; [@R52]; [@R139]; [@R177]; [@R191]; [@R192]). Importantly, the affinity of AMPARs for glutamate is relatively low and the number of glutamate molecules bound to AMPAR subunits determines the open probability of the receptor ([@R147]). Initially it was thought that receptor activation requires binding of at least two glutamate molecules, however recently it was proposed that in the presence of auxiliary subunits binding of a single glutamate molecule might be sufficient for receptor activation ([@R28]; [@R59]). However, binding of a single glutamate molecule was also shown to be sufficient to desensitize AMPARs ([@R145]), and although the rate of AMPAR desensitization upon binding of a single glutamate molecule is similar when bound to two to four glutamate molecules, the rate of glutamate dissociation is predicted to be slower with at least two glutamate molecules bound ([@R145]). As a result of these biophysical properties, computational models predict that the probability of AMPAR opening is highest near vesicle release sites, producing local hotspots (\< 0.03 μm^2^) of maximally activated AMPARs that cover only a fraction of the total PSD area (\~25% of an average PSD in a CA1 synapse) ([@R52]; [@R139]). Importantly, this suggests that not the absolute number, but the density of AMPARs with respect to the presynaptic release site determines the size of the synaptic response. Similarly, although to a lesser extent, the activation probability of NMDARs is also location-dependent. Even though NMDARs have a higher affinity for glutamate and desensitize slower than AMPARs ([@R45]), the slow binding rate puts a considerable limit on the opening probability of NMDARs during the short-lived glutamate peak. This is particularly significant for GluN2B-containing NMDARs that are three times more likely to become activated when directly opposing the release site than when displaced \> 200 nm. In contrast, the activation probability of GluN2A-containing receptors falls below 50% only when displaced \> 300 nm from the release site ([@R151]). Indeed, receptor non-saturation has been demonstrated experimentally at different types of synapses, where increasing presynaptic release or focal application of exogenous glutamate resulted in larger amplitude responses ([@R100]; [@R114]; [@R131]).

Even further displaced from the release site are the mGluRs, located at the perisynaptic domain surrounding the PSD, strongly constraining the activation probability of these receptors. The binding affinity of group I mGluRs for glutamate is comparable to AMPARs as measured in heterologous systems ([@R27]; [@R172]), and although one glutamate molecule is sufficient to activate mGluR5 dimers, occupation of both subunits is required for optimal activation ([@R91]; [@R126]). Thus, these bio-physical properties predict that the low concentration of glutamate at the periphery of the synapse during single release events limits mGluR activation. Moreover, glutamate transporters co-localizing with mGluRs at the perisynaptic domain ([@R36]; [@R66]) compete for the residual glutamate that diffuses out of the synaptic cleft, which further enhances the rapid uptake of glutamate, and thereby virtually eliminating the probability of mGluRs to sense glutamate during single release events ([@R18]). Functionally this would imply that mGluRs only respond when cleft glutamate concentration builds up such that it "spills over" to the perisynaptic domain, for instance during sustained high-frequency synaptic stimulation. Consistently, the activation kinetics of group I mGluRs are very fast (\< 10 ms), and the deactivation time is slow (\~50 ms) ([@R111]; [@R146]). Thus, also the intrinsic kinetic profile of mGluRs predicts that these receptors function as integrators of activity and are sensitive to high-frequency (\> 20 Hz) pulses of release ([@R60]; [@R111]). Indeed, at cerebellar synapses, trains of stimuli with a minimal frequency of 20 Hz are required to elicit mGluR1-mediated excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) ([@R171]).

Taken together, the nanoscale segregation of glutamate receptor subtypes differentially determines their activation probabilities, providing synapses with a powerful means to encode synaptic activity patterns. In the following, we will present an overview of the literature on the molecular organization of excitatory synapses, focusing in particular on the subsynaptic distribution of glutamate receptors at the postsynaptic membrane, and explore the potential physiological consequences of this organization and mechanisms that could control the entry and distribution of receptors in the synapse.

2.2. Subsynaptic segregation of glutamate receptor types {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------------

The activation of the distinct receptor subtypes and their contribution to synaptic transmission is controlled by their lateral distribution across the postsynaptic membrane. To better understand the functional organization of glutamate receptors at excitatory synapses, we will first discuss the distinct distribution patterns of the different postsynaptic glutamate receptors in relation to the presynaptic release site. Although glutamatergic synapses can vary tremendously in their structural, molecular and functional properties, we mainly focus on mature hippocampal excitatory synapses which have been most extensively studied in the context of the functional organization of glutamate receptors.

AMPARs are concentrated at the PSD opposing the presynaptic vesicle release site to ensure fast and efficient synaptic transmission ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Measuring the subsynaptic distribution of receptors has been challenging owing to the limited resolution of conventional light microscopy. Electron microscopy (EM) immunogold labeling techniques provide the highest achievable resolution and have been instrumental in precisely determining receptor distribution at synapses. At neocortical synapses, AMPAR localization was found preferentially at the edge of the PSD ([@R11]; [@R86]), but generally AMPARs can be found anywhere in the PSD ([@R23]; [@R32]; [@R112]; [@R163]; [@R169]; [@R170]), varying greatly between synapses and synapse types ([@R107]). Also, variations in distribution between different AMPAR subtypes have been suggested. AMPARs form hetero-tetrameric complexes composed of different combinations of four subunits, i.e. GluA1--4. In the adult hippocampus, the most prevalent combinations are GluA1/2 and GluA2/3 heteromers, as well as GluA1 homomers ([@R104]; [@R187]). At hippocampal synapses, GluA1 tends to localize more towards the edge of the PSD, whereas GluA3 localizes significantly more central ([@R77]). Peripheral localization of GluA1 was most prominent at small synapses, whereas at larger synapses GluA1 was localized more central, similar to GluA3 ([@R77]). Super-resolution studies on individual synapses have corroborated the notion of receptor hotspots, demonstrating that AMPARs form distinct subsynaptic regions of high molecular density, of around 70 to 80 nm in diameter, hereinafter referred to as nanodomains ([@R108]; [@R120]; [@R170]). Most synapses were shown to contain one to three distinct nanodomains, each consisting of around 20 receptors ([@R108]; [@R120]; [@R169]). Importantly, this heterogeneous organization was found to extend to presynaptic sites where key proteins involved in vesicle docking and priming, such as RIM1/2, also form distinct nanodomains within the presynaptic active zone that marked sites of preferred vesicle release. Additionally, these presynaptic nanodomains are spatially aligned with postsynaptic AMPAR nanodomains, forming a trans-synaptic molecular 'nano-column' ([@R12]; [@R169]). This striking level of subsynaptic molecular organization provides a simple, but powerful mechanism to efficiently modulate the efficiency of synaptic transmission.

Like AMPARs, NMDARs are preferentially enriched at the PSD, but tend to localize more towards the center of the PSD ([@R23]; [@R86]; [@R135]; [@R138]), potentially accompanied with reduced AMPAR densities ([@R23]). Functionally this is intriguing and might entail that the generally more central NMDARs allow the AMPARs to turn over quickly at the periphery of the PSD, accounting for dynamic modulation of synaptic transmission as suggested by mathematical models ([@R53]). However, this pattern is not universal among all synapses and synapse types. Clear clustered subsynaptic distributions of NMDARs, comparable to AMPAR nanodomains ([@R79]; [@R108]), have been found at the center of the PSD ([@R23]), or either in central or peripheral regions of the PSD ([@R32]; [@R135]). Whether GluN2A- and GluN2B-containing receptors distribute differentially remains to be studied. In conclusion, both AMPARs and NMDARs are organized in higher density nanodomains within the PSD that may serve to optimize the open probability of these receptors by alignment with the presynaptic release site.

In stark contrast to AMPA and NMDA receptors, postsynaptic group I mGluRs (mGluR1/5) seem to be largely excluded from the PSD, but accumulate in the perisynaptic domain surrounding the PSD ([@R9]; [@R105]; [@R127]) ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Quantifications of immunogold labeling clearly demonstrate that the levels of mGluR1/5 significantly peak at the edge of the PSD (within 60 nm), but decrease further away from the PSD, reaching a uniform labeling density at the extrasynaptic dendritic membrane ([@R105]). A more recent super-resolution study confirmed the perisynaptic accumulation of mGluR5 co-localizing with Norbin ([@R188]), a neuron-specific protein that interacts with and regulates the signaling properties of mGluR5 ([@R184]). Also, single-molecule tracking studies corroborate that a large fraction of the total mGluR5 pool is extrasynaptic and highly mobile ([@R2]; [@R143]; [@R154]), but a small fraction can become reversibly immobilized at synaptic Homer clusters (\~8%) ([@R2]; [@R143]; [@R154]).

It is unknown whether mGluRs are distributed homogeneously throughout the perisynaptic domain, or are mGluRs perhaps enriched in local, perisynaptic nanodomains? Although speculative, such a non-random organization of mGluRs in nanodomains would aid in facilitating downstream signaling processes. It is becoming increasingly clear that clustering of receptors and their effectors in signaling platforms, or signalosomes, contributes to the efficacy and fidelity of signal transduction ([@R81]). Many G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), including group I mGluRs ([@R50]; [@R92]), have been found to localize in insoluble membrane domains, or lipid rafts, using biochemical approaches ([@R75]; [@R137]). Such a local accumulation of receptor complexes could provide a platform for highly efficient and localized signal transduction, even when receptors and effectors are present at low numbers ([@R95]). A recent single-molecule tracking study confirmed the presence of GPCR signalosomes at the plasma membrane of non-neuronal cells. Using the α~2A~-adrenergic receptor as a prototypical GPCR, this study found that receptors were confined at hotspots where they preferentially interacted with their cognate G-protein complexes ([@R166]). Thus, perhaps mGluRs are also organized in functional nanodomains together with its G-proteins and likely other signaling molecules. Indeed, immuno-labeling EM studies found that components of the mGluR signaling complex, including Gq-protein alpha subunits and phospholipase C beta (PLCb), are also localized in the perisynaptic domain ([@R122]; [@R168]). The perisynaptic domain also contains components of the endocytic apparatus forming a stable endocytic zone (EZ) that is tightly linked to the PSD via specific protein-protein interactions ([@R13], [@R52]; [@R103]). The EZ functions to locally internalize synaptic receptors, and acts as a mechanism for local retention of receptors for fast exchange between the synaptic and extrasynaptic receptor pool ([@R103]; [@R136]). The close co-localization of the EZ and the perisynaptic mGluRs might facilitate the fast desensitization and local turn-over of receptors after activation to rapidly and dynamically respond to high-frequency inputs.

3. Downstream effects of glutamate receptor positioning {#S5}
=======================================================

3.1. Regulation of synaptic transmission by subsynaptic AMPA receptor organization {#S6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The enrichment of AMPARs in nanodomains aligned with the presynaptic release site suggests that this subsynaptic pool of receptors contributes the most to synaptic responses, while receptors outside of nanodomains contribute only little. Computationally, this can be addressed systematically ([@R108]; [@R120]; [@R169]), but experimentally it is highly challenging to specifically measure the contribution of receptors enriched in nanodomains. Nevertheless, as we will discuss here, the subsynaptic organization of AMPARs in nanodomains is predicted to influence both basal and plasticity-regulated synaptic transmission.

Important in this respect is the recent demonstration that spontaneous release events are distributed over a much larger area of the active zone than evoked synaptic responses ([@R169]), consistent with earlier suggestions that spontaneous and evoked release are mechanistically distinct events ([@R82]). Additionally, in contrast to spontaneous events, evoked vesicle fusion events were found to preferentially take place at subsynaptic hotspots marked by RIM1/2, that were transsynaptically aligned with postsynaptic nanodomains ([@R169]). Thus, evoked release is more likely to activate the receptors that are enriched in nanodomains, while spontaneous quantal events are likely to probe a larger fraction of the postsynaptic pool of receptors, including areas that are less dense in receptors. One prediction from this organization is that the *variance* in the peak amplitude of evoked EPSCs is much smaller than of mEPSCs ([@R108]), which has indeed been confirmed experimentally ([@R53]). Alignment of presynaptic release with postsynaptic nanodomains thus gives rise to more reliable synaptic transmission ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

How could changes in postsynaptic nanodomain organization affect synaptic responses? Since evoked release events are spatially aligned with postsynaptic nanodomains, evoked EPSCs are likely more directly influenced by changes in receptor organization than spontaneous events. As such, an increase in the number of postsynaptic receptor nanodomains is predicted to decrease the failure rate of evoked responses ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), while an increase in nanodomain content (i.e. more receptors per nanodomain) would increase the amplitude of evoked responses ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Given that spontaneous release events seem to take place at random positions, not preferentially aligned with postsynaptic nanodomains, changes in nanodomain organization are probably less directly associated with changes in mEPSCs. Nevertheless, computational simulations suggest that the amplitude of mEPSCs is highly dependent on the location relative to the receptor nanodomain, such that release events on non-clustered regions of the synapse are predicted to produce very modest, and likely undetectable mEPSCs and that most of the recorded mEPSCs reflect "on-cluster" events ([@R108]; [@R120]). Thus, similar as for evoked responses, changes in nanodomain content are predicted to alter mEPSC amplitude ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). More speculative, one could predict that because spontaneous events 'probe' a larger fraction of the postsynaptic membrane, a change in the number of nanodomains per synapse, increases the probability that a spontaneous event activates receptors, and could be measured as a change in mEPSC *frequency* ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, while a change in mEPSC frequency is generally interpreted as a change in presynaptic function or in the number of synaptic connections, perhaps it could also be interpreted as a change in the functional organization of postsynaptic receptors. For instance, the genetic removal of individual GluA2-containing AMPA receptors significantly reduced mEPSC frequency, but not amplitude, even though both the total number of synapses and measures of presynaptic function are not affected in ([@R104]). This might suggest that in the remaining fraction of functional synapses, GluA2-lacking AMPA receptors are still capable of populating subsynaptic nanodomains that can produce similar response amplitudes as normal synapses. It would be of interest to investigate how the subunit composition and levels of AMPARs at individual synapses is related to the molecular organization of synapses.

In a recent study, GluA1-containing AMPA receptors were selectively recruited to the PSD by an elegant optogenetic approach. Using this recruitment assay, it was shown that adding GluA1-containing AMPA receptors to existing synapses significantly increased synaptic responses as measured by evoked EPSCs, glutamate uncaging, and mEPSC frequency, but did not affect the amplitude of mEPSCs ([@R159]). These experiments thus indicate that the global addition of receptors to a synapse does not necessarily increase quantal amplitude, and confirm predictions that adding receptors specifically to nanodomains aligned with presynaptic sites of vesicle release is required to enhance synaptic transmission ([@R101]). Also, it could indicate that the number of receptor slots in a nanodomain is limited, and is in most cases saturated, such that it cannot be further increased. Thus, it will be important to dissect the mechanisms that specifically control the integration of receptors in nanodomains after these receptors entered the synaptic membrane.

While the role of GluA1/2 receptors in synaptic transmission has been vigorously investigated, the contribution of GluA3 to synaptic transmission has long been regarded as non-essential. The deletion of GluA3-subunits has minimal effects on synaptic currents ([@R104]), and does not prevent the induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) and depression (LTD) ([@R115]; [@R142]). However, recent studies on slice preparations from cerebellum ([@R62]), and hippocampus ([@R144]) found that synaptic potentiation by increasing cyclic-AMP (cAMP) levels was completely abolished in GluA3 knock-out (KO) mice. It was furthermore shown that cAMP-mediated potentiation increased the open-channel probability of GluA3-containing AMPA receptors, thereby enhancing their contribution to the synaptic response. Thus, GluA3-containing AMPA receptors might form a distinct subpopulation of 'silent' AMPARs that become activated by modulatory inputs that activate cAMP signaling pathways. Interestingly, potentiation by cAMP had a drastic effect on mEPSC frequency, but no alterations in presynaptic function were observed, suggesting that the number of functional postsynaptic nanodomains was increased, or that the increased contribution of GluA3-containing AMPA receptors in pre-existing nanodomains 'unsilenced' these domains. In this respect it is interesting to note that ectopic expression of GluA3 can depress synaptic responses ([@R157]). Perhaps that these ectopically expressed, silent GluA3-containing AMPA receptors, exchange with AMPA receptors present in nanodomains, effectively silencing these receptor domains.

The strength of synaptic transmission is highly regulated by changes in synaptic activity patterns, and the dynamic trafficking of AMPARs to and from synapses underlies the expression of LTP and LTD ([@R74]). Following on the discussion above, it is attractive to speculate that specifically altering the number or composition of nanodomains, or transsynaptic "modules" ([@R101]), underlies the expression of long-term plasticity. Consistent with this idea it was found that activity-induced potentiation of synapses involves an increase in the spatial alignment with presynaptic domains ([@R169]). It will be of great interest to further investigate how exactly synaptic potentiation affects postsynaptic receptor organization, and to test whether this involves an increase in the number of nanodomains, the number of receptors within nanodomains, an increase in effective alignment with the presynaptic release machinery, or a combination of these processes.

3.2. Modulation of synaptic transmission and plasticity by perisynaptic mGluRs {#S7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

At the postsynaptic membrane, group I mGluRs are spatially segregated from the synaptic iGluRs in the PSD, at considerable distance from the hotspot of glutamate release ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the activity of synaptic mGluRs has been shown to modulate synaptic transmission and several forms of plasticity, and disruption of mGluR function has been implicated in neurological diseases, most notably Fragile X syndrome, the most common form of inherited intellectual disability ([@R10]; [@R106]). Group I mGluRs are GPCRs and can trigger a wide variety of effector systems. Group I mGluRs are canonically linked to G~αq/11~ -proteins which activate PLC. PLC in turn, hydrolyzes the phospholipid PIP2 (phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate) to form diacylglycerol (DAG) and the soluble second-messenger IP3 (inositol tris-phosphate). IP3 activates IP3 receptors on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) triggering the release of Ca^2+^ from internal stores, which, together with DAG, activates protein kinase C (PKC) ([@R126]). As a result of these signaling events, mGluR activity generally increases postsynaptic excitability through the modulation of several ion channels such as calcium-dependent and independent cationic channels, HCN channels, small-conductance K^+^ (SK) channels, and the regulation of NMDAR currents ([@R4]; [@R48]; [@R68]).

On longer time scales, the activity of mGluRs has been implicated in several forms of plasticity. Numerous studies have confirmed that mGluR5 is involved in the induction and expression of LTP, as shown by pharmacological blockade in vitro and in vivo ([@R5]; [@R6]; [@R15]; [@R49]; [@R123]), and by genetic deletion ([@R80]; [@R102]). These effects seem to reflect a metaplastic effect in which prior activation of mGluRs primes the induction of subsequent LTP by increasing the excitability ([@R26]; [@R25]), and even prolongs the expression of LTP by inducing local protein synthesis ([@R140]). On the other hand, selective activation of group I mGluRs, or low-frequency synaptic stimulation, is sufficient to induce a form of synaptic depression that is independent of NMDARs, termed mGluR-LTD ([@R7]; [@R106]; [@R130]). Unlike NMDAR-dependent depression, this form of LTD involves the protein synthesis-dependent endocytosis of AMPARs ([@R73]; [@R160]; [@R186]).

The contribution of mGluRs to synaptic signaling and plasticity is likely to be not equal at all synapses. Using two-photon imaging of calcium transients in response to glutamate uncaging it was observed that these responses had much larger amplitudes in spines that contained a prominent ER structure ([@R70]). Intriguingly, low-frequency stimulation of these ER-containing spines induced a long-lasting, mGluR-dependent depression of synaptic responses, while ER-lacking spines did not respond to this stimulus. This would suggest that mGluR activity is most prominent in a subset of spines that contain an ER. Interesting in this regard is that in the hippocampal CA1 region, the reported values of spines containing an ER has been variable (20--70%) ([@R70]; [@R124]; [@R164]), but considerably lower than in Purkinje neurons in the cerebellum, where virtually all spines contain an ER ([@R63]; [@R182]) and mGluR1-mediated signaling has a prominent role in synaptic transmission and plasticity. Interestingly in this respect is that mGluR activation itself can regulate ER complexity in dendrites ([@R30]), indicating that the activity of mGluRs and the ER are tightly coupled. Also, mGluR-mediated EPSCs, and mGluR-LTD could not be induced in directly coupled CA3-CA1 synapses, but was only apparent after activation of several (\> 7) inputs on a single CA1 neuron ([@R46]), additionally suggesting that mGluR-mediated responses can only be triggered in a subset of spines. Together, these results suggest that only in a subset of synapses, mGluRs are functionally coupled to the ER to effectively modulate synaptic transmission. This would imply that ER-containing synapses carry most of the excitatory drive, and it will be important to determine how mGluRs functionally interact with the receptors in the core of the PSD, but also with compartments in the spines, such as the ER and spine apparatus. In conclusion, mGluRs can be regarded as sensors of synaptic activity providing critical feedback control, effectively gating the excitatory flow in neuronal networks.

4. Mechanisms underlying the subsynaptic positioning of glutamate receptors {#S8}
===========================================================================

4.1. Regulation of synaptic entry and retention of glutamate receptors {#S9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of glutamate receptors at synapses is highly heterogeneous, with a refined level of organization that has direct consequences for synaptic physiology. What underlies the entry of receptors into the PSD before they become stably anchored? Also, what mechanisms retain and position receptors once they entered the PSD? The trafficking of receptors into and away from the synaptic membrane is a highly regulated and dynamic process, and underlies the activity-dependent modulation of synaptic strength ([@R74]; [@R85]). The level of receptors expressed at the synaptic membrane is governed by a series of vesicular trafficking steps and exocytosis of receptors from intracellular compartments ([@R83]; [@R180]; [@R189]), but lateral diffusion of receptors is the key final step by which receptors are inserted in the synaptic membrane ([@R109]; [@R133]) ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Synaptic entry of receptors seems to be tightly regulated at the border of the PSD with specific receptors being selected by mechanisms that remain largely unknown.

How does the border of the PSD discriminate between receptor types to establish the remarkable nanoscale segregation of AMPARs and mGluRs? Here we will discuss potential mechanisms that could contribute to the formation and maintenance of the dynamic distribution of glutamate receptors at the synapse. To control receptor entry the PSD might act as a 'gate keeper' selecting receptors for entry based on specific properties, perhaps in an activity-regulated manner. Thus, we will make the distinction between processes that control the entry of receptors into the synapse, and processes that control the anchoring and positioning of receptors at distinct locations within the postsynaptic membrane (i.e. within or outside of subsynaptic nanodomains). Making this distinction might be important to understand and delineate processes that specifically control the (activity-induced) changes in the number of synaptic components, and processes that structurally (re-) organize the synapse or partition it into distinct nanodomains. We will specifically discuss the relative contribution of interactions of receptors with intracellular and extracellular protein complexes, steric hindrance due to molecular crowding, and cytoskeletal hindrance to the entry and retention of receptors. Here we will focus on AMPARs and mGluRs to narrow the scope of this review, as the AMPARs are the predominant iGluRs and are intriguingly different in their subsynaptic positioning compared to mGluRs.

4.2. Intracellular interactions with scaffolding proteins {#S10}
---------------------------------------------------------

At the synapse receptors can engage in a multitude of interactions with the numerous scaffolding proteins that form the PSD just below the membrane ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, decades of research have principally focused on identifying and characterizing protein-protein interactions with intracellular scaffolding proteins ([@R129]; [@R155]). AMPARs can interact with scaffolding proteins via their PDZ ligand in their C-terminal domain (CTD). The GluA1 subunits have a long CTD containing a type-I PDZ ligand, whereas the GluA2/3 subunits have a short CTD with a type-II PDZ ligand. GluA1 can directly interact with the PDZ type I containing protein SAP97, whereas GluA2/3 can directly interact with the PDZ type II containing proteins PICK1 and GRIP/ABP ([@R3]). The differences in CTD have been ascribed to underlie the subunit-specific trafficking of AMPARs ([@R110]). In particular, it is broadly held that synaptic activity promotes the entry of GluA1-containing AMPA receptors, while GluA2/3 receptors can traffic constitutively to the synapse ([@R65]; [@R157]). Recent genetic studies, however, challenged this idea. It was demonstrated that removal of the GluA1 CTD, or even complete depletion of the AMPAR GluA1--3 subunits, did not prevent the induction of LTP or LTD ([@R57]; [@R58]). Interestingly, a more recent study in which the GluA1 and GluA2 CTD were genetically exchanged demonstrated that these tails are necessary and sufficient for plasticity-mediated receptor trafficking and hippocampal learning paradigms ([@R195]). Thus, the CTDs of AMPAR subunits can differentially control the distribution and trafficking of AMPARs in and to synapses.

SAP97, a member of the membrane-associated guanylate kinase (MAGUK) family (also including PSD-95, PSD-93 and SAP102), is a particularly interesting candidate to regulate the specific synaptic entry of GluA1 receptors, as SAP97 has been reported to concentrate at the edge of the PSD ([@R35]; [@R179]). Also, the two SAP97 isoforms, αSAP97 and βSAP97, were found to differentially regulate the targeting of GluA1 to the center or the periphery of the synaptic membrane respectively, as shown by dSTORM super-resolution imaging ([@R56]). The palmitoylated αSAP97 isoform is stably anchored within the PSD and regulates the amount of synaptic binding sites for GluA1-containing AMPA receptors. On the other hand, the L27 domain-containing βSAP97 isoform is much more dynamic and regulates the cluster size and density of GluA1-containing AMPA receptors at the periphery of the PSD ([@R141]; [@R183]). The α- and βSAP97 isoforms also differentially regulate synaptic transmission, with αSAP97 increasing and βSAP97 decreasing synaptic currents ([@R183]). Thus, the alternative splicing of the SAP97 N-terminus may be an important factor in the regulation of synaptic entry of AMPARs. Additionally, the S845 phosphorylation on the GluA1 subunit, which is a substrate of protein kinase A (PKA), has been shown to regulate the perisynaptic surface pool of GluA1 homomers, and dephosphorylation of S845 in turn removes the perisynaptic GluA1 homomers ([@R67]). Interestingly, these perisynaptic GluA1 homomers are implicated in the induction of PKA-dependent LTP, which might involve activity-induced recruitment of perisynaptic GluA1 homomers to synaptic sites ([@R67]; [@R132]). On the other hand, genetic removal of the GluA1 PDZ ligand did not seem to affect synaptic targeting or CA1 hippocampal LTP ([@R88]), and the exact contribution of the GluA1 CTD and interaction with SAP97 isoforms to synaptic entry remains to be elucidated.

Once in the synapse, what scaffolding proteins could control the subsynaptic accumulation of AMPARs in nanodomains? By far the most prominent candidate is PSD-95, also part of the MAGUK family, that is highly enriched in the PSD. PSD-95 is stably anchored at the postsynaptic membrane via palmitoylation ([@R29]; [@R41]), and interacts with AMPAR auxiliary proteins, including the transmembrane AMPAR regulatory protein (TARP) family, to retain AMPARs at synaptic sites ([@R8]; [@R152]). PSD-95 distribution within individual PSDs is highly heterogeneous, forming distinct subsynaptic nanodomains ([@R19]; [@R55]; [@R108]; [@R169]) that are enriched with AMPARs as found by EM ([@R23]), and super-resolution microscopy ([@R108]; [@R120]; [@R169]). Thus, PSD-95 is likely to play a critical role in the immobilization of AMPARs in nanodomains. Indeed, immobilization of AMPARs within the synapse is found to be highly heterogeneous ([@R98]; [@R120]) with restricted zones of diffusion ([@R39]; [@R84]), where they can be retained for long periods of time ([@R1]). Furthermore, AMPARs within nanodomains are largely immobilized, whereas the AMPARs outside nanodomains are much more mobile ([@R120]). The mechanisms involved in the clustering of MAGUKs underlying the formation of AMPAR nanodomains, however, remain largely unexplored. Palmitoylation of MAGUKs might be crucial as it is involved in maintaining PSD-95 nanodomains ([@R55]), and is essential for receptor binding ([@R78]). Moreover, along with MAGUKs there are many other scaffolding proteins present in the PSD, such as Shanks, SAPAPs, and Homers, that together create a laminated structure providing a highly linked platform likely involved in the retention and subsynaptic positioning of receptors ([@R21]; [@R64]; [@R178]) ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). As such, also these scaffolding molecules that reside in the deeper layers of the PSD and link to the cytoplasmic actin cytoskeleton, were found co-enriched in receptor nanodomains, suggesting a highly interlinked postsynaptic "super-complex" ([@R51]). To what extent each of these components simply constitute the nanodomain, or are instructive in the formation of the transsynaptic nano-column however, is as yet unknown.

Unlike the well-studied AMPAR-scaffold interactions, identification of scaffolding proteins that regulate the lateral diffusion of mGluRs is largely lacking. Interestingly, similar to GluA1, mGluRs also contain a typical C-terminal type-I PDZ ligand known to interact with Shank and Tamalin ([@R90]; [@R173]). However, this domain seems primarily involved in surface trafficking, and might not be involved in the positioning of the receptor ([@R90]). The most prominent candidate, however, is the scaffolding protein Homer, which can interact with the CTD of group I mGluRs ([@R44]; [@R173]), and is generally proposed as the protein regulating the sub-synaptic positioning of mGluRs. Indeed, Homer overexpression induces clustering of group I mGluRs in heterologous cell systems ([@R24]; [@R167]), Homer and group I mGluRs co-localize at the light microscopy level ([@R167]), move together in developing hippocampal neurons, and mGluR5 becomes more mobile when the binding with long Homer1b/c forms is disrupted by mutation or co-expression of Homer1a, a short Homer isoform that acts as dominant negative disrupting the interaction of mGluR5 with the longer Homer isoforms ([@R17]; [@R154]; [@R190]).

A recent study identified alterations in the mGluR5-Homer crosstalk in a new *Fmr1* KO mouse, a model for Fragile X syndrome ([@R2]). In these *Fmr1* KO mice, mGluR5 displayed increased mobility, specifically the small synaptic fraction, which was attributed to the disruption of the mGluR5-Homer1b/c interaction by overexpression of Homer1a ([@R2]). However, although these findings show that the small fraction of mGluR5 that was able to enter the PSD (8% of total mGluR5 pool) is dynamically regulated by Homer, evidence for a role of Homer in clustering mGluRs at its preferred location within the perisynaptic domain is lacking. Moreover, given that Homer is highly enriched in the PSD, distant from the mGluRs that are concentrated in the perisynaptic domain, Homer might not be the prominent scaffold for mGluRs at perisynaptic sites. Rather, Homer might function as an adaptor protein, mediating mGluR signaling by forming a link between mGluR5 and downstream signaling pathways ([@R158]). Intriguingly, the same study found that the loss of interaction between mGluR5 and Homer1b/c resulted in a tighter association between mGluR5 and NMDARs, associated with abnormal NMDAR functioning and plasticity ([@R2]). Importantly, this effect was rescued by knockdown of Homer1a. This supports the idea that a correct balance between the binding of long and short Homer forms to mGluR in specific physiological conditions are essential for proper mGluR signaling.

Apart from Homer, a few other candidates could underlie the synaptic entry and retention of mGluRs. For instance, Norbin is an accessory protein of mGluRs shown to be important for mGluR surface expression and signaling ([@R184]), and was also found to accumulate in the perisynaptic domain ([@R188]). Thus, Norbin could potentially play an important role in regulating the availability and positioning of mGluRs modulating mGluR function in synapses. Additionally, other CTD interaction partners have been determined such as Calmodulin ([@R116]), Filamin-A ([@R43]), Siah-1A ([@R76]), Preso1 ([@R72]), Tamalin ([@R90]), and Shank ([@R173]). However, whether these proteins play a role in mGluR positioning, rather than in regulating mGluR trafficking or signaling, remains to be established.

4.3. Extracellular interactions with synaptic cleft proteins {#S11}
------------------------------------------------------------

For AMPARs, the mechanisms underlying the targeting to and positioning at synapses have largely been ascribed to the intracellular tail of AMPARs ([@R157]; [@R3]; [@R156]). Recent studies however suggest that the extracellular domain of AMPARs could also have an instructive role in subsynaptic targeting ([@R37]; [@R40]; [@R113]; [@R185]). AMPARs contain two extracellular domains, the ligand-binding domain (LBD) and the distant N-terminal domain (NTD) which encompass 50% of the receptor, extending 13 nm into the synaptic cleft. Removing the NTD from GluA1 was shown to prevent its synaptic targeting and impaired the maintenance of LTP ([@R37]; [@R185]). Moreover, the fusion of a GFP tag at the NTD ([@R37]; [@R58]; [@R59]), or coupling large quantum dots ([@R96]), seemed to hamper the entry of GluA1 receptors, possibly by interfering with endogenous NTD interactions, but also see ([@R119]). Interestingly, the NTD sequence of different AMPAR subunits is highly variable. Indeed, deleting the NTD from GluA2 did not prevent synaptic entry ([@R37]), and replacing the GluA1 NTD with the GluA2 NTD promoted the synaptic entry of GluA1 receptors ([@R185]), suggesting that subunit-specific trafficking of AMPARs can in part be mediated by extracellular interactions. An interesting model in this respect would be that while the CTDs of AMPARs determine the trafficking to and from synapses, the NTD of AMPARs mediate the anchoring and positioning, and perhaps instruct the transsynaptic alignment of the receptors within the PSD with the vesicle release site at the presynaptic active zone.

How does the NTD mediate receptor positioning? Several proteins have been found to interact with the extracellular domain of different AMPAR subunits ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), such as N-cadherin ([@R148]), neuroligin-1 ([@R20]), pentraxins ([@R47]; [@R97]; [@R128]), LRRTMs ([@R153]), and the EphB2 receptor via ephrinBs ([@R31]; [@R61]). However, their precise role in regulating synaptic entry or retention of AMPARs remains to be established ([@R12]). Interestingly, the postsynaptic adhesion protein LRRTM2 was also found to form stable nanodomains ([@R22]), and LRRTM2 knockdown resulted in decreased AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents ([@R34]; [@R162]), and might thus be an interesting candidate for the retention and subsynaptic positioning of AMPARs. Recent studies on GluD2 and kainate receptors found a similar requirement for NTD-dependent interactions in synaptic retention ([@R40]; [@R113]), suggesting that extracellular, and perhaps transsynaptic, interactions with glutamate receptors are a more general instructive mechanism to control synaptic entry and positioning.

4.4. Steric hindrance {#S12}
---------------------

In addition to direct biochemical interactions between receptors and other proteins, alternative, more indirect mechanisms are likely to contribute to the positioning of receptors. As the name implies, the PSD is an extremely densely packed structure with numerous synaptic proteins forming an intricate network just underneath the cell membrane ([@R21]; [@R155]), and is thus likely to impose a physical barrier for receptors diffusing in the synaptic membrane ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Most directly, PSD-95 is attached to the membrane via palmitoylation and forms an intricate lateral structure close to the cytoplasmic face of the postsynaptic membrane. Indeed, computational modeling predicts that simply by molecular crowding, the PSD can trap receptors for hours, even in the absence of interactions ([@R150]). Additionally, using the heterogeneous distribution of PSD-95 as a template, measured experimentally with single-molecule localization microscopy, it was computationally predicted that receptor size contributes considerably to the extent that receptors can diffuse through the synapse and exchange with the extrasynaptic membrane. Importantly, also experimentally it was shown that while a single-pass transmembrane protein with one PDZ motif is efficiently targeted to the synapse, to the same extent as AMPARs, the much larger AMPAR was far less mobile ([@R98]). Moreover, the diffusion properties of a single-pass transmembrane probe lacking an intracellular PSD-95 binding site was highly heterogeneous within individual synapses, and correlated inversely with the local density in PSD-95, i.e. mobility of this probe was significantly restricted in high-density PSD-95 nanodomains ([@R98]). Thus, molecular crowding, in concert with molecular binding, can trap and limit the exit of receptors from the PSD and might as such favor the subsynaptic positioning of receptors in high-density scaffold nanodomains. Conversely, the PSD may act as an exclusion matrix or sieve that filters on molecular size to regulate receptor entry. This implies that different receptor subtypes must have different structures and geometries to contribute, probably in concert with scaffold interactions, to the distinct subsynaptic patterns of receptors ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

The transmembrane domain (TMD) of glutamate receptors contributes to steric hindrance in the molecular crowded PSD ([@R98]). The AMPAR TMD sector forms a pore of approximately 5.5 nm in diameter ([@R161]), similar for different combinations of AMPAR subunits ([@R69]). On the other hand, mGluR forms dimers and each TMD consists of seven TM helices that each have a diameter of 3.5 nm ([@R118]). Thus, the TMD of an mGluR dimer is similar in size to an AMPAR tetramer. However, based on the crystal structures from group II mGluRs, highly similar in structure to group I mGluRs, several conformational states have been predicted that also affect the proximity of the two TMDs relative to each other ([@R118]). Interestingly, the distance between the TMDs of the mGluR dimer highly varies between the resting state (large) and the active state (small) of the receptor, varying the degree of steric hindrance in the synaptic membrane ([@R118]). This suggests that the regulation of synaptic entry and positioning of mGluRs is an activity-dependent process. Importantly, AMPARs additionally closely assemble with a variety of auxiliary subunits in the TMD that regulate AMPAR properties such as trafficking, expression, and functioning ([@R59]) ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Recent cryo-EM studies reveal that homo-tetrameric GluA2, also suggested for hetero-tetrameric AMPAR complexes ([@R89]), can interact with one to four Stargazins, with a preferred stoichiometry of one to two depending on Stargazin expression ([@R175]; [@R194]). In conclusion, although AMPARs and mGluRs differ broadly in the assembly of their TMD, the overall size of the TMD in the plane of the synaptic membrane contributing to steric hindrance appears to be highly similar.

Together with the TMD, the cytoplasmic CTD may also contribute to aggravating steric hindrance of the receptor types. The CTD of the GluA1 and GluA2/3 subunits are only 81 and 50 amino acid residues long respectively, whereas mGluR5a and mGluR5b have a very large CTD of 350 and 382 residues respectively. Unfortunately, because the CTDs are largely unfolded structures, the intracellular structures of mGluRs and the AMPAR/TARP complex have yet to be crystallized. However, the most striking difference between the two receptor types in their CTDs, is that unlike iGluRs, mGluRs are coupled to Gq-proteins. Gq-proteins assemble close to the cytoplasmic face of the synaptic membrane by interacting in the pocket formed between the second and third intracellular TM loops of mGluR ([@R33]) ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The Gq-proteins are composed of α-, β-, and ƴ-subunits with a total estimated size of 17.3 nm long, 17.3 nm wide and, 6.09 nm high based on the crystal structure ([@R125]). Even though the interaction with Stargazins also adds some bulk to the AMPAR CTD ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), this is considerably less than the Gq-proteins interacting with the mGluR CTD. The differences suggest that the molecular size of the CTD in full assembly with its other constituents might contribute to the segregation of AMPAR and mGluRs, where the molecular crowded PSD acts as a size exclusion matrix regulating receptor entry. Interestingly, the full complex of Gq-proteins binds to the resting conformation of mGluRs, and upon activation the β- and ƴ-subunits uncouple, perhaps alleviating steric hindrance due to molecular crowding. This notion is supported by a study showing increased mobility of mGluR5 upon activation with its specific agonist DHPG ([@R154]). This, in addition to the conformational changes upon activation, furthermore supports that the regulation of synaptic entry of mGluRs is an activity-dependent process.

The significant accumulation of synaptic cleft molecules could also hinder receptor entry via steric hindrance with the extracellular domain of receptors. AMPARs consist of two globular extracellular structures, the NTD and LBD, whereas mGluRs consist of one extracellular LBD and a small cysteine-rich region ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the density map of a tetrameric AMPAR can accommodate two dimeric crystal structures of the mGluR1 extracellular domain ([@R59]; [@R93]; [@R121]). Although there are slight differences between the extracellular domains of AMPARs and mGluRs, the overall conformation results in a high similarity in the secondary structure of these receptors and it is thus not likely that steric hindrance contributes to the segregation of these receptors types. Rather, adhesion molecules are suggested to be key to the transsynaptic alignment of the presynaptic vesicle release site with postsynaptic AMPAR nanodomains ([@R12]; [@R169]). Several active zone proteins, such as Liprins, LAR, RIM, but also other pre- and postsynaptic components, are likely to be part of the lateral oligomerization forming a transsynaptic nanocolumn ([@R12]). Also, some adhesion proteins specifically concentrate at the postsynaptic edge, such as SynCAM1 or more towards the center, such as EphB2 ([@R134]), or the classical synaptic adhesion molecule N-cadherin that initially localizes throughout the synaptic cleft, but at later stages forms distinct clusters at the edge ([@R42]; [@R176]) providing a heterogenous localization pattern possibly resembling the transsynaptic nanocolumns. Together, adhesion molecules can contribute to the retention and positioning of receptors by imposing diffusional barriers.

4.5. Cytoskeletal hindrance {#S13}
---------------------------

The confinement of receptors within specific subsynaptic areas may also arise from structures that compartmentalize the synaptic membrane leading to steric hindrance counteracting free receptor diffusion and/or accumulations of receptor clusters ([@R94]). Modeling studies have sought to investigate the possibility that this can lead to the clustering of receptors by considering a boundary with small openings or a stochastic gate that allows receptor escape ([@R38]; [@R71]). [@R71] modeled the PSD as two simplified compartments: a central region with both bound and unbound scaffolding molecules to receptors and a surrounding annulus that represents a fence formed by transmembrane proteins and submembraneous cytoskeleton. By adding a small opening to this fence to allow for few receptors to escape, this model could reproduce fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) data measured for AMPARs. However, these models treat the interior of the PSD as a homogeneous compartment, and therefore cannot explain the subsynaptic distribution of AMPARs. Rather, these models might be useful to consider the boundary of the PSD as a gatekeeper to receptor entry by varying the size of the small opening to better understand entry of different receptors.

The perisynaptic actin cytoskeleton could impose a diffusional barrier to receptor entry into the synapse. At the perisynaptic membrane actin is in close proximity to the cytoplasmic surface forming an intricate mesh-like structure of sub-membranous filaments, whereas actin is largely absent from the PSD ([@R21]; [@R54]; [@R117]; [@R188]) ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). However, there is no clear evidence that the actin filamentous meshwork is enriched at the perisynaptic membrane. Thus, actin is likely not to be involved in the subsynaptic positioning of iGluRs, but might be involved in the exclusion of the larger mGluRs from the PSD and perhaps even in clustering mGluRs at perisynaptic sites. The actin-based membrane skeleton (MSK) may act as a gatekeeper or fence, but also transmembrane proteins attached to the MSK may behave as pickets that result in steric hindrance and nonspecific corralling of receptor diffusion at the perisynaptic domain, where only a few receptors 'hop the fence' of the PSD ([@R117]; [@R149]). Also, freely diffusing receptors may cluster when encountering these fences/pickets, a process called diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA). In support of this picket-fence model an EM study revealed that in non-neuronal cells the actin-based MSK can partition the cell membrane limiting receptor diffusion within these compartments ([@R117]). The size of these MSK meshes was determined to range from 50 to 200 nm ([@R117]), which would also allow receptors to accumulate in the perisynaptic domain. Additionally, the recent finding that G-proteins are co-clustered with GPCRs at the cell surface defined by the actin cytoskeleton further support this notion ([@R166]). Although to date there is no ultrastructural evidence for actin meshes at the perisynaptic membrane, it is possible that the actin MSK is an important player in the gatekeeper role of the PSD, perhaps by forming a fence that only allows some receptors to pass.

5. Conclusions and future prospects {#S14}
===================================

The molecular organization of synapses is undoubtedly a critical determinant of the efficiency of synaptic transmission. The complexity of synapse organization has indeed been underlined by extensive genetic and biochemical approaches that over the past decades have resulted in a comprehensive "parts list" of synapses. Yet, how are these components properly assembled into the large macromolecular complexes that organize the glutamate receptors at the surface? Emerging evidence demonstrates that the structure and molecular organization of synapses is highly heterogeneous and organized in distinct subsynaptic nanodomains ([@R12]), but we are only starting to understand how, within individual synapses, different proteins find their correct location. Undoubtedly, the overall assembly of synapses is directed by specific protein-protein interactions via well-defined protein interaction motifs ([@R87]). These core biochemical processes give rise to the stable molecular complexes that effectively concentrate receptors at synaptic sites and couple these receptors to intracellular scaffolding, adaptor, and signaling proteins. At the same time, these mechanisms enable the dynamic modifications of synaptic structure in response to activity. However, while these mechanisms can explain the assembly and stoichiometry of specific components into molecular complexes, to date it is not fully understood how these mechanisms contribute to the spatial organization of molecules at the synapse, i.e. how proteins are positioned relative to each other within individual synapses. Moreover, apart from these classic biochemical operations, the contribution of biophysical processes such as steric hindrance, membrane composition ([@R174]), and phase transitions ([@R193]) are only beginning to be explored in the context of synapse organization.

We have discussed potential mechanisms that could work globally to organize the synapse in functional domains and mechanisms that act on specific receptor subtypes, but many questions about the structural organization of synapses remain unanswered. What is the exact composition of a nanodomain? Is there a fixed number of proteins enriched in these domains and are there proteins that are exclusively found within the domain? Are AMPARs with different subunit compositions co-enriched in nanodomains? How do nanodomains develop? Are they present in early, newly formed PSDs, or do they form in response to specific activity patterns? Clearly, there is a strong need for experimental directions that can tag or disrupt specific aspects of synapse organization, without affecting overall synapse structure. Ongoing developments in super-resolution, single-molecule tracking, and EM tomography will be key in determining how synapses are built from their numerous components.

Alterations in glutamatergic synapse structure and function seem to represent a common hallmark of many cognitive disorders ([@R181]). Intriguingly, these disorders span a broad clinical spectrum, including intellectual disability, autism spectrum disorder, and schizophrenia, but all seem to stem from a common defect; synaptic dysfunction. Indeed, these disorders are frequently associated with loss of synapses, or changes in morphology of dendritic spines. Given that many disease-associated genes are components of the glutamate receptor-associated complexes or can regulate glutamate receptor function through the actin cytoskeleton, indicates that disruptions in the precise positioning of glutamate receptors can underlie the development of these diseases. Future directions aimed at understanding the spatial organization of glutamate receptors will therefore not only be indispensable for a deeper insight in the regulation of synaptic transmission and plasticity, but will also contribute to the identification of disease mechanisms.
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![Subsynaptic segregation of glutamate receptor types at the postsynaptic membrane.\
(**A**) Side view of an excitatory synapse with an active zone (orange) at the presynaptic terminal and postsynaptic density (PSD) (blue), and perisynaptic domain (green) at the postsynaptic terminal (left). A single release event of glutamate is predicted to create a subsynaptic hotspot of maximally activated postsynaptic glutamate receptors (dark blue shaded area) aligned with the presynaptic vesicle release site. Top view of the lateral patterning of the postsynaptic membrane with a central PSD (blue) containing AMPA- (dark blue) and NMDA-type (pink) receptors, and a surrounding perisynaptic domain (green) enriched in mGluR1/5 (dark green) (right). Additionally, PSD components, most notably AMPARs, are organized in \~1--3 distinct nanodomains per synapse (dark blue shaded area). (**B**) Top view of an excitatory postsynapse to make a clear distinction between the PSD, on average 500--1000 nm in diameter, the perisynaptic domain, an annulus of 100--200 nm surrounding the PSD, and the extrasynaptic domain, everything beyond the perisynaptic domain.](emss-80682-f001){#F1}

![Physiological implications of AMPAR organization.\
(**A**) Overview of AMPAR organization in distinct nanodomains, aligned with the presynaptic release site in side view (top), top view (middle) and the hypothetical mEPSC trace (bottom), that is maintained throughout this figure. (**B**) An increase in the number of nanodomains per synapse is likely to increase the probability that a spontaneous event activates receptors, and could be measured as a decrease in the failure rate of evoked responses (eEPSCs), or an increase in mEPSC *frequency*. (C) An increase in the number of receptors in a nanodomain aligned with the presynaptic site of vesicle release is predicted to enhance synaptic transmission, which could be measured as an increase in the *amplitude* of eEPSCs or mEPSCs.](emss-80682-f002){#F2}

![Mechanisms underlying the dynamic positioning of glutamate receptors.\
(**A**) Side view of a synapse showing the subsynaptic distribution of the AMPA-, NMDA- and mGluR1/5-type receptors established by mechanisms regulating the synaptic entry and retention of these glutamate receptor types. The zoom of the synapse in side view reveals possible mechanisms underlying the distinct subsynaptic positioning of the glutamate receptor types; transient retention of glutamate receptors via intracellular interactions with scaffolding proteins and extracellular interactions with synaptic cleft proteins, and steric hindrance due to molecular crowding of the different synaptic components and cytoskeletal hindrance at the border of the PSD. (**B**) Side view of the tetrameric AMPAR (blue) in complex with Stargazin (magenta) based on ([@R59]) (left), and dimeric mGluR1/5 coupled to its cognate G~q~-proteins (green) based on ([@R125]) (right). This figure shows the Y-shaped GluA2 homomer ([@R59]) and the closed-closed resting conformation of an mGluR dimer ([@R118]). Models are approached to scale.](emss-80682-f003){#F3}
